0. The existence of an orientable double covering of a nonorientable manifold has long been known. One of the earlier treatments, for triangulable manifolds, is to be found in [3] . As usually realized, given a nonorientable manifold A, the orientable double-covering manifold A corresponds to the "orientation-preserving" subgroup of index two of the fundamental group ir(X, x0), this subgroup being defined by the action of the fundamental group on the local homology group
Hn(X, X-x0). A more constructive-essentially sheaftheoretic-approach is available which obtains A directly in terms of the groups {77"(A, A-x)|x£A} and which more readily yields certain information about the spaces.
It is the purpose of this note to point out an exact homology sequence associated with the double covering, and to show that it yields a relation between the Betti numbers of the respective spaces and also gives rise to a "duality sequence."
Terminology and notation are standard. An w-dimensional manifold, or w-manifold, is a second-countable
Hausdorff space in which each point has a coordinate neighborhood (nbd) homeomorphic to Euclidean w-space P". In this paper all manifolds shall be compact connected manifolds without boundary, and no assumptions of triangulability are made. For standard results in the algebraic treatment of manifolds one may consult Eilenberg-Steenrod [2] or Spanier [4] . Homology and cohomology will refer throughout to the singular groups with integral coefficients or (see §2 below) with coefficients in certain local systems.
1. Let A be an arbitrary compact connected nonorientable w-manifold without boundary. Then A is the component of the orientation sheaf containing the generators of the stalks. We briefly indicate some of the details. Let X* = (J{Hn(X, X-x)jx£X}; a typical point in X* is (x, zx) with xEX and zxEHn(X, X -x). If U is a coordinate nbd in X, let (Z7, 3U) = {(x, zx)£X*|x£U, zx=a\(zu)}. The collection {(U,ztt)\ U is a coordinate nbd in X} is a base for a topology on X*, and the function p: X*-*X defined by p(x, zx) =x is a covering map.
Thus X* is locally the product of a nbd U in X and a discrete set in one-to-one correspondence with Z, and we may intuitively identify U with UX {o}. The space X* is too big and consists of countably many redundant sheets over X; questions of orientation are determined by the behavior of the generators of the stalks Hn(X, X-x).
This leads to the following definition.
Let x0 be any point of X and exo one of the generators of Hn(X, X -xa).
We define X to be the component of X* containing the point (x0, eI0). The restriction of p to X will be denoted by p. The relevant facts are collected in the following theorem.
(1) Theorem.
X is a compact connected orientable n-manifold. p: X->X is a covering map of multiplicity two.
2. In this section and the next we consider the homology and cohomology of X with coefficients in local systems arising from the construction of X. We first briefly recall the standard definitions.
A local system T of abelian groups on X is a covariant functor from the fundamental groupoid of X to the category of abelian groups. Thus T assigns to each xEX an abelian group T(x) and to each path w from x to y an isomorphism Tu: T(x)->T(y) depending only on the homotopy class of co. If T is a local system of abelian groups on X, then Hom(r, Z) is a local system which assigns to each x£X the group Hom(r(x), Z), and A*(X; Hom(T, Z)) «Hom(A*(JF; r)> z)-Homology and cohomology groups of X with coefficients in a local system are defined as in [4] .
Now the system {Hn(X, X -x), avx} is a local system of abelian groups on X, that we will denote by T. Thus T(x)=Hn(X, X-x) and if w is a path from x to y, Tu: T(x)-*T(y) is the isomorphism a\: Hn(X, X-x)-*Hn(X, X -y) defined previously.
If a:Aq-*X is a singular ^-simplex of X, a has exactly two liftings ffu a2: Aq->X. The mapping p: Aq(X)-+Aq(X) defined by p(cr) = 5x+o2 is a chain transformation A(X)-J>A(X). We may also define v: Aq(X) -*Aq(X; V) by v(5) =exapir where a(v0) = (x0, ex"); v is a chain transformation A(X)^A(X; T).
It is straightforward to verify thatp is injective, v is surjective, and Im p = Ker v. Thus we have the short exact sequence of chain complexes (2) 0 The sequence (3) displays a nice relationship among the homology of A, of A, and of A with coefficients in the local system used to construct A. We will give two applications of this sequence, the first of which is the following result relating the Betti numbers of A and A. Letp" be the rank of 77S(A) (or of FP(A)) and pq the rank of 77"(A).
(4) Theorem. p9= pa+pn_9.
We first note that, for each q, every element of Ker p* is of order two. Since Ker u* -Im d*, we have 2Hq(X; F) £Ker d* = Im v*. This implies rank(Im p*)=rank Hq(X; F).
Let p* and j>* be the restrictions of p* and v* to Fq(X) and Fq(X), the free parts of Hq(X) and Hq(X) respectively. Let N be the quotient of Im v£ by its torsion subgroup and v£' =nv4 where n: Im v* ->A is the natural surjection. The sequence 0 -» Fq(X) ^X Fq(X) ^ N -> 0 is exact at the ends but not in the middle. However Ker j'*"/!'11 p* is a torsion group. Thus rank(Ker »'*") =rank(Im p*'). Since A is a free group, 0 -► Ker vl -* Fq(X) ->N-+0 is a split short exact sequence, and thus rank Fq(X) =rank(Ker p*") +rank N. Since Hq(X; F)~Hn-q(X), this implies pq=pq+pn-q-3. The isomorphism Hq(X; F)^Hn~q(X) mentioned in the proof of Theorem (4) is the local-coefficient version of the Poincare duality for orientable manifolds. Since X is orientable, Hq(X)~Hn~"(X).
In this section we point out a duality relation for the remaining group 77, (A) in the sequence (3) and show that the exact sequence of the dual cohomology groups is the dual of the exact sequence (3) .
Dual to the sequences (2) and (3) we have the (exact) sequences
